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This page is included in the show TranscriptOctober 17, 2018Explication study, which includes race and college admissions is our first topic today. This is followed by new efforts to clean up the world's oceans. As part of our Living to 100 series, we're taking a look at the Japanese term ikigai. And we're studying the place of the Viking burial, which is thought to provide a long time.
TRANSCRIPTCNN 10 serves a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts as a perfect explanation for searchers while on the road or in class. The exhibition's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then to clearly describe why they are getting news that is affected and how events fit into a complex international society. Thank you for
using CNN 10 This page is included in the show TranscriptOctober 17, 2019A potential bomb cyclone threatening the Us Northeast, we are explaining these weather conditions and exploring the characteristics of Nor'easters. As electric scooters cover sidewalks in U.S. cities, we're examining their pros and cons from transportation and investment views. And as the Empire State
Building resumes during the $160 million renovation, we're checking out the new view. TRANSCRIPTCNN 10 serves a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts as a perfect explanation for searchers while on the road or in class. The exhibition's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then to clearly describe why they are getting
news that is affected and how events fit into a complex international society. Thank you for using CNN 10 This page is included on the showThe Weekly Newsquiz examines your knowledge of events in the newsOctober 18, 2019A Brexit deal has been reached between the British Government and the European Union, but is it approved by Parliament? Turkey has agreed to stop
its kindening in northern Syria, but is it a lasting peace on the horizon? These are two of today's topics on CNN 10. And we introduce you to a man whose job it is to make sure that he correctly pronounces every word. WEEKLY NEWSQUIZ1. What was the name of the deadly and destructive typhoon that made landfall in Japan last weekend causing significant damage to the
country?2. Queen Elizabeth II recently attended an event laden with pageantry and the tradition of public opening as part of the British Government?3. The title of american gymnast, who recently set a new record for winning the most world championship medals.4. What nation recently announced an agreement to pause its military operations in neighboring Syria and introduce a
safe zone along the border?5. Some companies are working to limit the carbon dioxide emissions generated by the production of some material that is the most abundant man-made material on Earth?6. Name the two high school sports that have the highest levels of concussions, although a recent study found that overall these head injuries have decreased in recent years.7.
What specific type of storm that occurs most often in New England from September to April, carries winds of at least 58 miles per hour and is setting it in the wind direction?8. Name the British Prime Minister who reached an agreement with the European Union on Brexit this week. For the Brexit deal between the British leadership and the European Union to be in force, must it first
be approved by the British legislative authority? TRANSCRIPTCNN 10 serves a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts as a perfect explanation for searchers while on the road or in class. The exhibition's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then to clearly describe why they are getting news that is affected and how events fit
into a complex international society. Thank you for using CNN 10 This page is included on the showThe Weekly Newsquiz examines your knowledge of events in the newsoctober 18, 2019BLURBWEEKLY NEWSQUIZ1. What was the name of the deadly and destructive typhoon that made landfall in Japan last weekend causing significant damage to the country?2. Queen
Elizabeth II recently attended an event laden with pageantry and the tradition of public opening as part of the British Government?3. The title of american gymnast, who recently set a new record for winning the most world championship medals.4. What nation recently announced an agreement to pause its military operations in neighboring Syria and introduce a safe zone along the
border?5. Some companies are working to limit the carbon dioxide emissions generated by the production of some material that is the most abundant man-made material on Earth?6. Name the two high school sports that have the highest levels of concussions, although a recent study found the total number of these head injuries has decreased in recent years.7. What specific
type of storm that occurs most often in New England from September to April, carries winds of at least 58 miles per hour and is setting it in the wind direction?8. To be associated with the British Prime Minister, who reached an agreement with the European Union on Brexit this week.10. For the Brexit deal between the British leadership and the European Union to be in force, must
it first be approved by the British legislative authority? TRANSCRIPTCNN 10 serves a growing audience interested in compact on-demand news broadcasts as a perfect explanation for searchers while on the road or in class. The exhibition's priority is to identify stories of international importance and then describe why they make a message that is affected, and how events fit into
a complex, international society. Thank you for using CNN 10 10
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